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		 Editor’s Note

M

ost of the time I hear the grief,
rarely do I see it.

In my role as a writer at WCB, geography often precludes face-toface meetings, so many of my interviews for stories are conducted
over the telephone.
The most challenging interview for me is one we develop as a tribute
story, to honour the men and women who died the previous year.
And so it was that I picked up the phone to call Darlena Upton
in Silver Valley, a rural Alberta community more than two hours
northwest of Grande Prairie. I asked her if she would talk to me for a
story I wanted to write about her husband, Myles, who only months
before had died in a farming accident. (See the story on page 18.)
Even in her grief, she graciously agreed. Her voice was soft, and
sometimes hard to hear. Not so her grief, which was painfully audible
in every word she spoke. I also heard very clearly her love for Myles,
the father of her three children and a man to whom she had been
married for the better part of three decades.
I was able to meet Darlena when she and her family made the
six-hour journey from their home to attend the Day of Mourning
ceremony in Edmonton this spring. I saw firsthand the pain that
before I could only hear.
It’s a kind of pain that’s hard to look at, but even harder not to, and
it’s something WCB fatality case managers Sandra Kutschinski and
Diana Stone know all too well. (See the story on page 20).
Shortly after I got to meet Darlena, this quote, from an author by
the name of Jamie Anderson, randomly appeared in my Facebook
feed: “Grief, I’ve learned, is really just love. It’s all the love you want
to give, but cannot. All that unspent love gathers up in the corners
of your eyes, the lump in your throat, and in that hollow part of your
chest. Grief is love with no place to go.”
I’ve thought of Darlena many times, hoping with all my heart that
she—and every person who has suffered such a loss—can find a
path that will lead to a place of healing and peace. WS
Jamie Hall, co-editor
jamie.hall@wcb.ab.ca

Do you have an idea
for a story? We would
love to hear from you.
Please contact Jamie Hall at
jamie.hall@wcb.ab.ca or 780-498-3968.
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Employer Briefs
WCB at your fingertips
Did you know you can manage your WCB account and premiums
online? Through myWCB you can monitor claim costs, sign up
for electronic reporting and get a snapshot of account-specific
information regarding your premium and claim performance—all at
your convenience.
For more information and to sign up, head to my.wcb.ab.ca/ess/
signup.

Updated Employer Report Card
Earlier in 2018, we changed the information you can find on the
Employer Report Card, thanks to input from stakeholders. It’s still a
snapshot of your account-specific premium and claims performance,
but now you’ll find detailed information about your total number
of claims with modified work, the duration of your claims, the cost
implications, and your top five disabling claim injuries.
This report is available for employers who pay over $5,000 per year
in premiums—the information is produced from your last five years of
claims data.
Head to my.wcb.ab.ca/ess/signup to view your report card.

WCB-Alberta 2017 Annual Report
“It’s hard to believe where I was, and where I am now.”
These are the words of Mikelle Hawryschuk about her journey to
reclaim her life after suffering a psychological injury at work. These
are also sentiments that continue to remind us what the workers’
compensation system means to the thousands of Albertans who are
injured on the job each year—both physically and mentally.
Head to page 14 to read Mikelle’s story. To hear even more—in her
own words—and to learn about our business results last year, please
visit www.wcb.ab.ca > About WCB > Company information > Annual
reports and archives to view our 2017 annual report. WS

?

Are you covered

Your employee was hired as a shuttle car driver. He was in a car
accident while transporting customers and witnessed a customer’s
death. He was eventually diagnosed with post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). Is it covered?

Yes. Under the new workers’ compensation legislation that came into
effect April 1, 2018, this PTSD claim would automatically be accepted
under the new presumptive coverage due to the traumatic event.

In other words, under the new legislation, WCB will presume work
relatedness when the worker was exposed to a traumatic event or
events, and the corresponding psychological injury was diagnosed by
a physician or psychologist using the criteria in the current version of
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM).
In the scenario above, there are two psychologically traumatic events
that would be considered as “frightening and shocking”: the car crash
and witnessing a death.
The new legislation applies to any accidents that occurred on or after
April 1, 2018.

To find out more, go to www.wcb.ab.ca > About WCB > Policy
and legislation. WS

WCB-Alberta

Expand

your reach

Advertise in Worksight and
find an audience dedicated
to safe, healthy and strong
Alberta workplaces.

sight

2018 advertising rates:
Inside full page
Back cover
1/2 page
1/4 page

$1,250
$1,350
$750
$400

For more information contact
Kara Fuhr, kara.fuhr@wcb.ab.ca
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Supporting you through

change

What you need
to know about
the new WCB
legislation
By: Lauren Smith

B

ill 30 was passed at the
end of 2017, introducing
new legislation that impacts the
workers’ compensation system.
Since the introduction of Bill 30, we’ve been
focused on implementing the changes
smoothly and efficiently and keeping you
informed of how these changes may
impact you.
Here’s a high-level overview of what’s
happened so far and what changes are
still to come:

What’s changed
so far and what
does it mean?
These changes apply to all claims with a date of
accident on or after January 1, 2018.
Updated cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) calculation:
This calculation is now based on 100% of the change in
the Alberta Consumer Price Index (i.e., the previous 0.5%
reduction has been removed).
Enhanced retirement benefits:
Normal retirement age has been extended, retirement
benefits have been adjusted to account for the potential
impact of a workplace injury on retirement savings, and
a new lump-sum payment was introduced for injured
workers who experience a sizeable loss of earnings
capacity.
New lump-sum fatality benefit (up to $90,772.20):
This is provided to the spouse or dependent(s) of a
worker who dies as a result of a workplace injury or
illness.
Enhanced grant requirements for safety associations:
Those funded through WCB-collected levies will receive
their grant installments from WCB only after satisfying
oversight requirements established and delivered by
Occupational Health and Safety.

6
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Head to our website for the
most up-to-date information
We have a page on our website dedicated entirely to the 2018 changes.
Here you’ll find additional details, links to fact sheets and policies and
any other relevant information we have available to share with you.

Find out more at www.wcb.ab.ca/2018updates.

Get updates as soon as they’re available
If you haven’t yet, you can sign up to receive email updates.
We’ll send them directly to your inbox to keep you informed
of the changes.

These changes apply to all claims with a date of
accident on or after April 1, 2018.
Expanded presumption for myocardial infarctions
(heart attacks) to paramedics:
Myocardial infarctions are now presumed to be
work related for paramedics.
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) presumption
was extended to include correctional officers and
emergency dispatchers:
Correctional officers and emergency dispatchers are
now included in presumptive coverage for post-traumatic
stress disorder, in addition to first responders.
Added presumption for traumatic psychological injury
claims for all workers:
For workers who experience a traumatic event or series
of events at work, and are diagnosed with a psychological
injury, it is presumed that the injury is work related.

Bill 30
employer
seminars

?

If you want to find out more and have
the opportunity to ask questions in
person about what these changes
mean for your business, we’re hosting
educational sessions on the impacts
of Bill 30 for employers.

Find out more at
www.wcb.ab.ca /2018updates

WCB-Alberta Worksight | SUMMER 2018
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Changes still to come this fall
These changes apply to all claims with a date of
accident on or after September 1, 2018.

•	
Create a Code of Rights and Conduct that
articulates the rights of workers and employers in
their interactions with us and how we commit to
operate in recognition of these rights.
•	Confirm WCB will not estimate earnings
capacity until all reasonable efforts have been
made to help injured workers in their job search.
Provide interim relief for workers and employers
•	
while their matters are under review or appeal.

Help available when you and
your workers need it
Interim relief is financial support available to both workers
and employers during the review or appeal process. It is
only provided in exceptional circumstances where financial
hardship is demonstrated.
Interim relief for workers is intended to ensure the worker is
financially able to meet basic living expenses while waiting
for the decision on the issue under review or appeal.
For employers, it is intended to ensure the employer is
able to continue operating while waiting for the decision.
At www.wcb.ab.ca/2018 updates you can find more
information in our worker and employer fact sheets as well
as Policy 01-10 that will come into effet in September.

•	
Establish employers’ obligation to reinstate injured
workers to work (and workers’ responsibility to
cooperate).
• 	Continue coverage for injured workers under their
employers’ existing health benefits program on the
same terms and conditions that were in place on the
date of accident to prevent disruption to the worker’s
health coverage. This protects workers from potential
financial hardship that could arise from a disruption to
their health care benefits.

Your obligations after a workplace injury
Every successful return to work starts with a great plan.
New legislation effective September 1 means that it’s even
more important for employers and their workers to have a
solid return-to-work plan in place when an injury happens.
Under the new legislation, offering an injured worker modified
work is no longer optional for employers; it’s now their
responsibility after a workplace accident.
Here’s what the legislation means for you:
• If your injured worker has been an employee with your company
for 12+ months, you must bring the worker back to the same
job or an alternative job after a workplace accident, unless it
impacts your ability to run your business.
• T his legislation does not apply to certain workers, there are
some exceptions.

Thank you for weighing in
Some of the upcoming legislative changes provided an
opportunity to consult with stakeholders to gather input
for policy development. These included the creation of a
Code of Rights and Conduct, provision of interim relief for
workers and employers, confirmation WCB will not estimate
earnings capacity until all reasonable efforts have been
made and the establishment of employers’ obligation to
reinstate injured workers to work.
Thank you to everyone who provided feedback.
We received great insights and perspectives that
helped shape the final policies.

8
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• Y ou’re also required to continue making health benefit
contributions for up to 12 months after the date of accident or
illness. Your worker is entitled to the same benefits they had
before the accident.
For more detailed information about your obligations and your
injured worker’s responsibilities when an injury happens, please
check out the obligation to reinstate and employer-paid benefits
fact sheets in the Resources > For employers > Fact sheets section
at www.wcb.ab.ca.
For more information on the obligation to reinstate legislation and
how the law defines undue hardship, read Legal View on page 22.

• P
 rovide the ability to adjust the benefits of
young workers who have sustained life-altering
injuries so they can be compensated more
closely to their earning potential had they not
been injured. Workers under the age of 25 with
serious impairment could be compensated to
the higher of their date-of-accident net earnings
or the Alberta average weekly earnings for the
previous year, as determined by Statistics Canada.
 nhance benefits for all surviving spouses and
• E
dependent children. The age of dependency has
also been extended to ages 19-25 for surviving
children who are attending post-secondary
education.
• E
 xtend the window for appeal to the Appeals
Commission to two years (from one) after a
decision from the Dispute Resolution and
Decision Review Body.

• 	Remove the cap for compensable insurable
earnings for workers, which means workers injured
on or after September 1, 2018 will be compensated
with 90% of their net earnings, with no limit.

F or accidents/injuries prior to September 1, 2018, a maximum
insurable earnings amount was set each year by our Board of
Directors. The maximum earnings amount only applied to the
small percentage of workers who earned more than the amount
set for the year of the injury. If a worker earned more than the
maximum amount, their compensation would be based on
the maximum amount (e.g., in 2016, the maximum insurable
earnings amount was $98,700).
The cap used for determining employer premiums (maximum
assessable earnings) does not change for 2018. In 2019, we
will use the same process to establish a cap for maximum
assessable earnings, which will be announced around ratesetting time.
Detailed information about reporting insurable earnings can be
found at www.wcb.ab.ca, search for the “reporting insurable
earnings” fact sheet.

Additional changes to the workers’
compensation system
• W
 CB will ensure the approach to treatment coverage
reflects and responds to the unique and individualized
needs of each worker.

We’re here to
support you

 CB will ensure the use of predominant cause for
• W
claim acceptability does not create an unreasonable
threshold of eligibility.

Reach out if you have
any questions:

 egislation includes a regular review schedule for the
• L
workers’ compensation system. Our next review will be
in three years, and then reviews will happen every five
years after that.
• T
 here are additional changes being led by the Ministry
of Labour in relation to the Appeals Commission, Medical
Panels Office and the establishment of the new Fair
Practices Office. WS

Edmonton:
780-498-3999
Calgary:
403-517-6000
Toll-free in Alberta:
1-866-922-9221
Toll-free across Canada:
1-800-661-9608
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Resources available for
employers on new OHS rules
Submitted by Alberta Labour

New occupational health and safety rules came into effect June 1.

As an employer, you should be familiar with
these new rules to ensure you and your employees have the most up-to-date workplace policies and procedures. The Alberta government
has resources available online at www.alberta.ca to provide you with greater detail on all of the new rules.
Last fall the Government of Alberta made important changes to the Occupational Health and Safety Act to finally update and modernize
Alberta’s labour laws. These were the first significant changes in decades, and now provide Albertans with the same rights and protections
as Canadians across the country.
The government of Alberta is committed to making sure the information Albertans need to implement these changes effectively is easily
accessible and available to all. Currently, at www.alberta.ca, you can: see an overview of the changes, register for up-to-date employer
webinars, view a pre-recorded webinar and subscribe to regular updates through the OHS e-newsletter.
An employer-focused, online advertising campaign launched April 16 to raise awareness of the changes and will run through the summer.

Enhancing health and safety
When it comes to having a strong workplace health and safety culture, there is always more we can do. Joint work site health and safety
committees or representatives will strengthen this even more. New rules mean that all work sites with 20 or more workers must now have
a committee. Sites with five to 19 workers require a representative. Workers in smaller businesses can still participate. When employers
develop health and safety plans, they must do so in consultation with the committee, the representative or affected workers.
Focus on harassment and violence
Please become familiar with new definitions of harassment and violence, including sexual and domestic. We all know violence at home
can affect people at work. The new definitions give employers, supervisors and workers the tools to deal with workplace health and safety
issues. These changes also mean that when employers and supervisors are made aware of harassment occurring at their workplace they
now have an obligation to take appropriate action to stop it and protect their employees from this behaviour.
Employers will need to develop violence and harassment prevention plans and procedures with their joint work site health and safety
committee or representative. We are developing resources and templates to help you. To receive these details as they become available,
please sign up for OHS eNews by visiting work.alberta.ca/occupational-health-safety/subscribe-to-enews.html.

Support to implement changes
OHS officers will work with employers to ensure the changes have been successfully implemented on their work sites. Officers will assess
the level of risk associated with any outstanding issues and work with employers and worker representatives to set reasonable timelines to
comply with the new OHS rules.
More information available
To make sure you have complete information on these and all OHS
changes, we’re updating our online content and providing new
webinars. Check out www.alberta.ca for more information. If you have
questions, you can use the online Ask an Expert tool. Or, you can call the
Contact Centre toll-free at 1-866-415-8690.
The Alberta government will continue to provide information that makes
the transition easier for you. These changes bring Alberta’s workplace
health and safety laws into the 21st century and give Alberta workers the
same protections as workers in the rest of Canada.
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New Employment Standards rules
came into effect on January 1.
These cover job-protected
leaves, overtime and other
important topics. Find out more
at www.alberta.ca.

Save the date—

August 23!
Take time for
Take a Walk Day!
PHOTO BY JAMES CADDEN

Studies show that the key to good back health, whether you’re maintaining a strong back or recovering from back pain,
is to get active and stay active.

W

CB’s campaign
aimed at
promoting back health
continues to grow. In 2017,
more than 5,000 people
across the province took
part in the sixth annual
Take a Walk Day.
Participants included working
Albertans whose employers put on their
own events using the free resources
available at www.backactive.ca, such
as posters, banners and promotional
materials.
Want to know more about
how you can get your employees
involved in this year’s event? Call
Jamie Hall at 780-498-3968, or email
her at jamie.hall@wcb.ab.ca. WS

Lafarge was pleased to participate in last year’s Take
a Walk Day campaign. As a seasonal business, it
becomes challenging to take the time and invest in your
health and well-being in the midst of the busiest time
of year. This was a great opportunity for our team to
take a break, rest our minds and stretch our legs at the
same time. It was a great tool to help bring focus to the
‘health’ in our health and safety program.”
– Lauren Nickerson, health and safety manager,
Lafarge Calgary
“Take a Walk Day was an easy ‘yes’ for me when I
thought about the City of Edmonton taking part. My
husband has had back problems off and on for a few
years, and movement helps. I sent out the notice to
our staff and had an enthusiastic response—one group
even made a video of their walk! It was so fun. We are
making this an annual event, so I can see participation
growing every year!”
– Pamela Kollross, health promotion consultant,
City of Edmonton
WCB-Alberta Worksight | SUMMER 2018
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Fits like a

glove

Hand protection
makes jobsites safer
By: Jamie Hall

W

alk onto any Clark Builders
jobsite today and you’ll be
greeted with a handshake—and a pair
of gloves. Hand protection is mandatory
for everyone on every site now, whether
you’re a worker, a supervisor, a client or
a visitor.
“We were seeing hand injuries that were completely
preventable,” says Rob Klimchuk, “so we used part of our
PIR rebate to make hand protection mandatory for all
activities on all of our sites.”

Acronyms pack a powerful safety punch
Rob is the manager of Corporate Health, Safety
and Environment at Clark Builders. The company

prides itself on its 44-year history of innovation and
continuous improvement, especially when it comes
to safety. He says implementing mandatory hand
protection has already paid big dividends, reducing
hand injuries “exponentially.”
Clark Builders is a long-time COR holder and PIR
employer. When paired together, those three-letter
acronyms pack a powerful one-two punch, putting the
company in the ranks of the province’s safety leaders.
PIR stands for Partnerships in Injury Reduction, a
voluntary program designed to help employers lower
their premiums by encouraging injury prevention
and the development of effective workplace health,
safety and return-to-work plans. The program is a joint
effort involving WCB, the Ministry of Labour, industry
partners, safety associations, employers and labour
groups.

Be better, do better
All employers can take part and be eligible for
refunds of up to 20%. The amount of the refund is
based on a series of performance measures, one of
which is a Certificate of Recognition, or COR. This is
awarded to employers who have developed a health
and safety program that meets standards established
by the ministry, and by one of the 12 certifying
partners (see list below).
Rob says Clark Builders is committed to constantly
evaluating and assessing its safety culture to find ways
to enhance it.
“It’s about improving what we have right now,”
he says. “We know we can always do better.” WS

Partnerships in Injury Reduction quick facts

48.6%

of Alberta’s
workforce
was covered by an employer
with a valid COR in 2017

$72.2
million

refunded for
2017 performance
Year over year, PIR employers
earn an average rebate of

12%

12 WCB-Alberta Worksight | SUMMER 2018

of their
premiums

Safety Pays

2017 PIR refunds by
certifying partner
(as of May 2, 2018)

Certifying partner
Alberta Association for Safety Partnerships
Alberta Construction Safety Association
Alberta Food Processors Association
Alberta Forest Products Association
Alberta Hospitality Safety Association
Alberta Motor Transport Association
Alberta Municipal Health and
Safety Association
Alberta Safety Council
Continuing Care Safety Association
Energy Safety Canada
Manufacturers’ Health & Safety Association
Western Wood Truss Association
of Alberta

The safety of their workers is always job one for Clark Builders.

12,562 PIR refunds

are forecasted for 2017 performance

...

Care to
share your
story?

(as of May 2, 2018)

10,669

11,006

11,229

2013

2014

2015

12,193

2016

*12,562

2017

Why do you choose to invest in safety?
What are the achievements in safety you
are most proud of since joining PIR?
Email your story to corporate.communications@
wcb.ab.ca. We would love to hear from you!

* Includes deferred Improving Your Performance forecasts
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A long

road back
Mikelle Hawryschuk
finds a different
path following a
psychological injury
By: Jamie Hall
PHOTOS BY LAUGHING DOG
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M

ikelle Hawryschuk calls it “the big incident,” a turning
point in her life and career that would take her on a 4 1/2-year
journey of despair, hopelessness, new optimism, promise and,
finally, reinvention.

“It has been such a long road,” says Mikelle.
“It’s hard to believe where I was, and where I
am now.”
For eight years, Mikelle was a corrections
officer at a women’s correctional facility in
Alberta. During that time, she says, her life was
threatened more times than she can count, and
she was involved in scores of violent incidents,
often being called on to intervene in suicide
attempts.

Violence on the job a frequent occurrence
None, however, was as frightening or as
violent as what happened the day a newly trained
officer accompanied her as she made her rounds.
“We received a call about a fight on the secure
unit,” Mikelle recalls. “When we got there, we
saw one inmate on top of another, beating her
severely. Both of them were violent offenders.
“Before we entered the unit, I asked my
partner if she was ready. She said she was, and I
believed her. In corrections, you are dependent on
your partner’s instincts and ability just as much
as your own.
“We went in, and when I pulled the inmate
off the other one, she came up swinging—
punching me in the face, in the abdomen. I called
for help, but when I looked around to see where
my partner was, she was standing in the corner,
frozen, like a statue.”
Incident left her feeling unsafe at work
Mikelle says that in that moment she never
felt more alone or more vulnerable. It was as if

things were unfolding in slow motion.
Still, her experience and her training
kicked in, and she soon gained the upper hand,
restraining the inmate and forcing her to the
ground.
“I shackled her and took her to segregation,”
she says. “I made sure I did my job.”
She filed her report and then debriefed at
a critical incident stress management meeting
later—standard procedure following serious
incidents. When she went home that night, she
felt numb, but angry, too.

Unable to return to corrections
The sore jaw she was left with eventually
healed, but that wasn’t the case for the
psychological damage the incident caused,
something her WCB case manager Anita Ferguson
recognized early on.
“It became clear to me that Mikelle couldn’t
continue to work in corrections,” says Anita. “She
didn’t feel safe. She tried to return to modified
duties, but her workplace had so many triggers,
she would just end up relapsing.”
Anita is with one of the WCB Special Needs
teams, which specialize in claims where people
have suffered severe injuries as a result of burns,
amputations, spinal cord damage and, as in
Mikelle’s case, psychological trauma.
Anita says that, unlike physical injuries,
psychological wounds are not visible to the naked
eye, but they can have devastating consequences
if not treated properly. And there is no one-sizefits-all treatment. >>

I think my friends and family—and Anita—understood how sick
I was even before I did.” – Mikelle Hawryschuk

WCB-Alberta Worksight | SUMMER 2018
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If a person has a knee
injury, they can have
surgery or physiotherapy
to help them recover.
Psychological trauma
affects everyone
differently, so it requires
unique treatment
methods.”
– Anita Ferguson,
WCB case manager

April 1 legislation
changes enhanced
support for
corrections officers
Corrections officers are now
considered first responders as of
April 1 legislation changes. This
new classification means that if a
corrections officer is diagnosed with
post-traumatic stress disorder, it will
be presumed to be work related.
Visit page 6 to read more on the
Bill 30 WCB legislation changes.

Depression became paralyzing
“Psychological injuries have
different challenges,” Anita shares.
“If a person has a knee injury, they can
have surgery or physiotherapy to help
them recover. Psychological trauma
affects everyone differently, so it
requires unique treatment methods.”
Mikelle admits there were times
when depression paralyzed her,
pinning her to her bed for days on end.
Even when she was able to work, she
felt jaded and angry, unable to afford
the inmates the dignity and respect
she knew they deserved.
“I think my friends and family—
and Anita—understood how sick I was
even before I did,” says Mikelle. “I had
trouble accepting it. But I was clearly in
a very dark place.”
It progressed to a point where
Mikelle had to stop working altogether.
Anita arranged for ongoing counselling sessions with a psychologist,
which proved to be very effective in
helping Mikelle process her feelings
about what had happened. She also
approved her for computer courses and
career counselling at Millard Health
treatment centre, after which Mikelle
found a casual job at a casino doing
surveillance.
Started turning the corner
Between the job and the counselling, Mikelle’s confidence began to
grow, opening the door for discussion
about retraining for a new career.
Which is how, at the age of 41,
Mikelle found herself going back to
school to obtain an occupational
health and safety certificate with the
goal of becoming a construction safety
officer.
Getting the certificate proved to
be the easy part. Finding a job in her
newly chosen field was not.
New career came with challenges
While she was in school, Alberta’s
economy went into a downward
spiral. Jobs were hard to come by and
especially scarce for people like Mikelle
who had boundless enthusiasm but
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no work experience. A job developer
at Millard worked hard on Mikelle’s
behalf. Still, recognizing the scope of
the challenges Mikelle was facing, Anita
extended her supported job search to 16
weeks (from the standard 12 weeks).
“I must have applied for well over
a hundred jobs,” says Mikelle. “By the
end I couldn’t even look at a computer
monitor anymore. I was so done. What
was I going to do? I had a mortgage,
a vehicle and bills to pay. My benefits
were coming to an end and I still hadn’t
found a job.”

Anita advocated on Mikelle’s behalf
Anita could hear the growing desperation in Mikelle’s voice during their
twice-monthly phone calls. She took
it upon herself to reach out to some
of the employers on Mikelle’s contact
sheet. She let them know WCB could
help them offset training costs through
the Training-on-the-Job program.
She managed to get Mikelle an
interview with Peak Safety Services in
Nisku. Co-founders Brent Camplin and
Sharon Audette call their business a
“one-stop shop” for companies. With
divisions in disaster management,
safety and auditing, registry management and safety training, they offer a
multitude of courses both online and in
the classroom. Recently they expanded
their scope, launching an equipment
rental division to rent and service gas
monitors to the oil and gas industry.
Passion trumped inexperience for
new employer
“The posting Anita reached out to
us about was for a junior health and
safety person,” says Brent. “We were
looking for somebody with a moderate
level of experience, and we ended
up with more than 100 applications.
Mikelle didn’t have the experience
we were looking for, but Anita was so
confident in her abilities, we decided we
should meet her.”
Both Sharon and Brent were impressed with Mikelle’s professionalism
and her passion to learn about the
health and safety industry.

WCB’s Trainingon-the-Job (TOJ)
program is a
win-win for
workers
and employers
The TOJ program is an incentive
for employers that offers financial
assistance for employee training.
The program is designed to help
people return to work. The goal is to
have the new worker learn about the
company and their new job. To qualify
for this incentive, your WCB account
must be paid up to date.
The cost of a TOJ program is shared
between WCB-Alberta and the
training employer. We will reimburse
a percentage of the salary you pay
your new employee while they learn
the new job. The percentages of
reimbursement vary and depend on
the related skills and abilities needed
for the position.

Peak Safety Services’ owners Brent Camplin and Sharon Audette say Mikelle is flourishing
in her new career.
As a paramedic, Brent also felt a
connection to Mikelle and to her story.
“I haven’t worked in corrections,
but I still do two shifts a month in
the ambulance, so I really empathized
with Mikelle and the troubles she
experienced in her previous career,”
says Brent. “I know the realities of
psychological trauma. I see it every day,
and I’ve walked down that path.”
In the end, Brent and Sharon
decided to create a position for Mikelle
as a health and safety technician.

Mikelle is now thriving
“We felt that, with the proper
guidance, she would flourish, and she
has,” says Sharon. “She is picking up

everything we give her and expanding
her knowledge.”
Brent and Sharon weren’t aware
of the Training-on-the-Job program
until they met Anita, but they see the
possibility for future opportunities as
their business continues to grow.
“It makes me rethink the way we
do business in the sense that I know
Mikelle is not the only person who has
struggled with psychological trauma
because of work,” says Brent. “If we’re
able to become a company that helps
people like her find a new direction by
giving them a positive, understanding
working environment, that would be
an opportunity in itself.” WS

Individuals hired through the
TOJ program are covered by WCB.
If a worker is injured or aggravates
a previous injury during the TOJ
program, the claim costs are applied
to the industry and not your WCB
account.
Head to www.wcb.ab.ca and search
“Training-on-the-job program” to find
out more.
To get involved, contact your case
manager or one of the service
providers below:
Edmonton
Millard Health 780-498-3200
Calgary
CBI 403-256-8060
Lifemark 403-297-9500
Orion Health 403-269-2414
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B

ig boots. Big smile.
Big heart. That’s how
the people who knew
and loved Myles Upton
remember him.
His death last November in a
farming accident left a big void in all
their lives, but none bigger than in the
lives of his wife Darlena and their three
children.
“Everywhere I go, everything I
look at, it reminds me of Myles,” says
Darlena. “I keep expecting him to walk
through the door.”

Died in a trench collapse
Darlena still lives in the house the
couple shared, on farmland owned by
Myles’s employer. She still goes to the
shop where he kept all his tools and
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equipment. It’s just as he left it the day
he died—meticulous, with a place for
everything and everything in its place.
Myles, a mechanic, was working
to repair a broken water line feeding
a herd of buffalo when he entered an
eight-foot trench. It collapsed around
him, killing him. He was 47 years old.
It was not the first time he had
been hurt on the job, Darlena says, but
she could not have imagined it would
be his last.

Suffered minor injuries at work
before
“My husband would get hurt, he
would get patched up, and just move
on,” Darlena says. “He was never fazed
by it. When he died and I got the phone
call, the girl in the office said: ‘Are you
sitting down? Myles just passed away
on the worksite.’“
I didn’t believe her. I was stunned.”
Myles had deep roots where he
worked in Silver Valley, a rural community a couple of hours northwest
of Grande Prairie. It was no surprise
that the Savanna Agricultural Society
Rec Plex was at capacity for his funeral
service.

Myles just passed away on the worksite’
small Alberta community

“Everybody pulled together when
Myles passed,” says Darlena. “There was
so much support. He knew everyone
and everyone knew him. His death had
a big impact on the people here.”

Remembering Myles’s legacy
In the days and weeks that followed, that support eventually lessened,
as happens after death, leaving Darlena
time alone with her thoughts, and
her grief. They had been married on
December 27, and his death came just
weeks ahead of their 23rd wedding
anniversary.
“It was always our time of year to
do something special together,” says
Darlena. “We would celebrate Christmas
with family and then go away for a few
days together. The last few years we
were doing well financially, and were
able to travel with really close friends.

“We were supposed to go to Hawaii,”
she says, her voice trailing away.
She tries hard to remember what
was, and not what could have been.
She sees her husband’s legacy in their
children, of course, but it’s reflected
in other ways, too. He was always a
man with a project on the go. He was a
skilled woodworker. He had performed
major renovations on their home. He
had built a “buffalo catcher” for his
employer, retrofitting a vehicle with
bionic arms designed to catch wayward
animals.

Always tenacious and determined
Perhaps his most visible legacy
is the 100-foot tower that looms over
their house. He built it himself so
they could boost their cell service and
Internet coverage, which was sporadic
and unpredictable.

Everywhere I go, everything I look at, it reminds
me of Myles, I keep expecting him to walk
through the door.”

“The Internet provider he talked
to said they would need to get a line
of sight of at least a hundred feet,” says
Darlena. “They told Myles: ‘Put a tower
up and we’ll come.’ I don’t think they
expected to hear from him again, but
they were wrong.
“My husband always did what he
set out to do. He was a hard worker,
and he always finished the job.” WS

Support and care
is available when
Alberta families
need it
On the next page, learn
more about WCB’s fatality
case managers who
support workers’ families
when tragedy happens.
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support
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network

Diana Stone (left) and Sandra Kutchinski say being able to offer immediate support to loved ones in the aftermath of a tragedy is a rewarding
aspect of a challenging job.

Exploring the role
of WCB’s fatality
case managers
By: Jamie Hall
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A

sk Sandra Kutschinski what she
loves about her job and she’ll tell
you it’s being able to offer assistance
to people in their darkest hour.
“I can be the one who steps in to offer immediate help to
people after something happens,” she says. “I can offer something positive in an otherwise tragic situation.”
Sandra is a fatality case manager. Between her and her
colleague Diana Stone, they handle WCB fatality claims for all
of Alberta. Sandra has been with WCB for 25 years, a fatality
case manager since May 2002. Diana joined her in 2009.

The impact my job has had
on me is that I remember
to always live for the
moment, day to day, always
remembering that memories
live forever in our hearts.”
– WCB fatality case
manager Diana Stone
The deaths of younger workers are
particularly difficult
A pass-through connects their
offices—much like one you would see
in someone’s kitchen—for ease of
conversation and information sharing
about their respective files. Each
file begins with a life lost through a
workplace accident.
They are all tragedies, but it’s the
ones involving younger workers that
haunt Sandra the most: the 16-year-old
crushed to death by a vehicle on his
dad’s worksite, the teen that died just
days into a summer construction job.
“It’s always hard, especially when
those kids were about the same age
as my own kids,” says Sandra, whose
children are now adults. “Maybe that’s
why I’ve always been so insistent with
my own kids about how careful you
need to be, how aware you need to be.
And I always say, you need to make sure
your affairs are in order. You need to
have a will. You just never know.”
Easing financial worries—improved
with the new legislation
For Diana, being present has taken
on new meaning since she stepped into
her role as fatality case manager.
“The impact my job has had on
me is that I remember to always live
for the moment, day to day, always
remembering that memories live

forever in our hearts,” she says.
In the direct aftermath of a
workplace death, Sandra and Diana
are able to alleviate a family’s financial
worries when it comes to funeral
expenses.
“People have questions, even in
their grief,” says Sandra. “And I’m able
to answer some of those questions.
I’m able to tell them they don’t have
to worry about sacrificing a mortgage
payment to pay for the funeral, that
we’ll handle that for them. I’m able
to talk about the support we can offer
them and the benefits they’re entitled
to.”
Legislative changes enacted at the
beginning of this year mean Sandra
and Diana are now also able to offer
families a lump-sum fatality benefit up
to $90,722.20, in addition to funeral
expenses. That includes families of
deceased workers who are single with
no dependants.

The majority of spouses left behind
are women
“Up until the beginning of this year,
all we could pay for was the funeral
if someone was single, which seemed
tragic,” says Sandra. “Now we’re able to
offer that lump sum to the next of kin.”
Those with surviving spouses
and dependent children also receive
additional benefits by way of a pension
that is in effect until the children
turn 18. Surviving spouses—most of
whom are women—are also entitled
to vocational benefits to help them
establish careers or find better-paying
jobs.
“We’ll pay for tuition, books, a
computer, all the supplies, everything,”
says Sandra. “I have some ladies who
have taken full advantage of the
vocational benefits and have gone on
to accomplish wonderful things. Some

have gone on to get their master’s
degrees. Others have become teachers
and nurses, and are thrilled to be
able to support themselves and their
children.”

Always a phone call away
After a workplace death, Sandra
says, she handles the funeral expenses,
sets up the pension, starts the benefits
and makes sure the surviving spouse
knows she’s available to help. After a
year, she reaches out again to see how
things are going.
“There’s a lot going on after
someone dies, especially under tragic
circumstances,” she says. “We want to
maintain contact, but we also know
that some of these people are trying
to raise young children. We just want
them to know we’re here if they have
questions.”
“When we call again to check
in, we’re asking things like: Is there
anything you need? How are the kids
doing? Then we explain the pension
again, and how it’s in effect until the
kids turn 18.”
Striving to remain true to the
memory of a loved one
Diana says some of the widows
and widowers she has worked with
have made huge strides in their lives,
dealing with the adversity and coming
out the other side stronger than
before.
“To me, they are amongst
life’s heroes,” she says, “not giving
sorrow and loss permission to define
them—being strong, building and
strengthening themselves and their
families into the future, always
remembering, cherishing and staying
true to the memories of their loved
one.” WS

I’m able to tell them they don’t have to worry about sacrificing a mortgage
payment to pay for the funeral, that we’ll handle that for them.” – WCB fatality
case manager Sandra Kutschinski
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Legal VIEW
Taking a closer look
Bill 30 creates new employer
obligation to reinstate injured workers
By: William Ostapek, WCB Secretary and General Counsel

O

n December 15, 2017, Bill 30,
An Act to Protect the Health and
Well-Being of Working Albertans,

received royal assent (as discussed in more detail on page 6).
This legislation makes a number of significant changes to the
Workers’ Compensation Act (the Act), which will take effect at
various points during 2018. Notable among these changes is
the new obligation by employers to reinstate workers injured
in workplace accidents. This obligation becomes effective
for workers injured in accidents occurring on or after
September 1, 2018.
The obligation to reinstate to employment is contained
in s. 88.1 of the Act. This provision requires employers to offer
to reinstate workers who are unable to work because of an
accident and who have been continuously employed for at
least 12 months in a full-time or regular part-time capacity. In
reinstating workers, employers are required to accommodate
the work or the workplace to the needs of the worker unless
doing so would cause undue hardship.
Defining undue hardship
Although the concepts of accommodation and undue
hardship are not defined in the Act, they have been extensively
dealt with in Canadian courts and human rights tribunals. The
circumstances constituting undue hardship will differ from case
to case, depending on the analysis of a number of factors.
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These factors include, but are not limited to:
• the cost of the accommodation
• the size and nature of the employer’s business
• disruption of a collective bargaining agreement
• interference in the operation of the business
• negative impact on employee morale
• health and safety concerns
WCB will apply these concepts in deciding what
accommodations are necessary and reasonable in each case.
May face penalties
Employers who terminate reinstated workers within six
months of reinstatement, or while the worker continues to
receive compensation, are presumed not to have fulfilled
their duty to reinstate. This presumption can be rebutted if the
employer is able to show that the termination was unrelated
to the worker’s accident. Employers are entitled to terminate
or otherwise modify the employment of reinstated workers so
long as the decision to do so is made in good faith and was
unaffected by the fact that the worker was unable to work as
a result of an accident. Failure to comply with the obligation
to reinstate may lead to the imposition of an administrative
penalty up to the amount of the worker’s net annual earnings in
the year prior to the accident.
Working as a team
Both workers and employers have an obligation to
cooperate in a worker’s safe and early return to work by staying
in contact with each other, identifying or providing suitable
work and providing WCB with any necessary information. WCB
will work cooperatively with both parties to support safe and
timely return to work where appropriate.
Further information regarding the obligation to reinstate
is available on page 8 and the WCB website at www.wcb.
ab.ca/2018updates. WS

Helping you

keep your workers safe

Our Millard Treatment Centre hosts a variety of workshops that cover how to prevent and
minimize the impact of injuries in your workplace. After completing a workshop, you will have
the knowledge to help reduce and manage your workers’ time away from work.

MODIFIED DUTIES
WORKSHOP

PHYSICAL DEMANDS
ANALYSIS WORKSHOP

Modified work helps your workers recover
faster while managing and reducing your costs
associated with an injury. Modifying jobs,
performing different tasks or reducing work
hours are all types of modified work. Learn
how to build an effective program to help your
workers get back to work while they recover.

A physical demands analysis defines
a job’s physical requirements. Having
these in place strengthens your modified
work program and prepares you if an
injury occurs. You will learn how to create
a physical demands analysis for the
positions in your organization.

Cost: $262.50 (includes GST)

Cost: $262.50 (includes GST)

OFFICE ERGONOMICS
WORKSHOP

INDUSTRIAL ERGONOMICS
WORKSHOP

Designed for office supervisors,
Human Resources staff, and health
and safety specialists to help office
employees prevent and reduce
discomfort and injury.

This workshop is designed for people working
in industries like manufacturing, construction,
hospitality, health care and food processing. You
will learn how to identify potential risks using easyto-understand ergonomic assessment tools.

Cost: $420 (includes GST)

Cost: $420 (includes GST)

For more information, head to www.wcb.ab.ca > Millard Treatment Centre > Workshops.
We also offer other educational seminars (free of charge) in Calgary and Edmonton, and in other locations around Alberta.
Most are a half-day in length. The topics include WCB fundamentals, modified work, disability management program planning, the claim
appeals process and preventing workplace violence. For more information on these seminars, please call 780-498-4694 or head to
www.wcb.ab.ca > Resources > For employers > Seminars and workshops.
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Come for a walk
on August 23
Your back will
thank you

Visit
www.backactive.ca
to register for
Take a Walk Day

@backactiveAB • #TAWD
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